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INTRODUCTION
An n_n array with entries from a set of n symbols is called row latin (or
column latin) if every row (or every column, respectively) contains every
symbol exactly once. A latin square of order n is an n_n array that is both
row latin and column latin. We shall take the set of symbols to be
[0, 1, ..., n&1] and number the rows and columns from 0 to n&1. For
basic information about latin squares, see [5] or [7].
In [17], Norton observed that all n_n row latin squares form a group
Qn of order (n !)n and that Qn is the direct product of n copies of Sn , the
symmetric group on n symbols. We may specify a row latin square R by
an ordered set of permutations (:0 , :1 , ..., :n&1), where row i of R is the
image of (0, 1, ..., n&1) under the permutation : i , 0in&1; we write
R=(:0 , :1 , ..., :n&1). This kind of representation goes back to Cayley (see,
for example [5, p. 313]) in the case of the multiplication table of a group.
For an arbitrary latin square it was first observed by Suschkewitsch [19],
who anticipated Scho nhardt [18].
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Given two n_n row latin squares, R=(:0 , :1 , ..., :n&1) and S=(;0 , ;1 ,
..., ;n&1), the product square RS is defined as (:0;0 , :1 ;1 , ..., :n&1;n&1),
where :i; i denotes the usual product of the permutations : i and ; i ,
0in&1. Powers of a row latin square R are defined iteratively by
Rk+1=RkR for k1. Note that this multiplication is not invariant under
relabelling, that is, if RS=T and R, S, T become R$, S$, T $ (respectively)
under some permutation of the symbols, then it does not follow that
R$S$=T $.
Let L be an n_n latin square and m a positive integer greater than one.
If L2, ..., Lm are all latin squares then [L, L2, ..., Lm] is called a latin power
set of size (or cardinality) m. This concept was introduced explicitly in [8]
and implicitly by Keedwell in [14]. Its importance depends on the fact that
the latin squares L, L2, ..., Lm are pairwise orthogonal [17, Corollary 4a].
(Recall that two n_n latin squares are orthogonal if, on superposition, each
of the n2 ordered pairs of symbols occurs exactly once.)
We call a latin square a group table if it becomes the Cayley table of a
group when suitable borders are added. A latin square L with general entry
l(i, j) is a group table if and only if it satisfies the quadrangle criterion, as
follows. For all
h1 , h2 , i1 , i2 , j1 , j2 , k1 and k2
such that
l(h1 , j1)=l(h2 , j2), l(i1 , j1)=l(i2 , j2) and
l(h1 , k1)=l(h2 , k2)
the fourth equation
l(i1 , k1)=l(i2 , k2)
also holds (see [5, p. 18]). A latin square is cyclic if it is a group table and
the corresponding group is cyclic.
Euler conjectured that, if L is an n_n latin square and n=4k+2, then
there is no latin square orthogonal to L. He knew that the conjecture was
true for k=0 and much later it was proved for k=1 by Tarry. Finally, the
Euler conjecture was disproved for all k2 by Bose, Shrikhande, and
Parker. Details may be found in [5, Chapter 11].
The authors of [8] conjectured that, for n{2 or 6, there exists a latin
power set consisting of at least two n_n latin squares. A proof of this
conjecture would provide a new disproof of the Euler conjecture. A con-
struction in [8], based on Mendelsohn designs, gives infinitely many counter-
examples to the Euler conjecture but unfortunately the construction does
not work when n#2 (mod 6).
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Tuscan squares were introduced in [12] and, later, the related concept
of a circular Tuscan-k array was defined. An (n&1)_n array is called a
circular Tuscan-k array (for some kn&1) if the entries are from the set
[0, 1, ..., n&1] and the following two conditions hold:
(T1) Every symbol occurs exactly once in every row.
(T2) For 1rk, every ordered pair of symbols occurs at a dis-
tance r apart in exactly one row, assuming that the rows are treated as
circular.
In [10, 11], Etzion, Golomb, and Taylor described how to construct a
set of k pairwise orthogonal latin squares from a given circular Tuscan-k
array. These latin squares do not in general form a latin power set. Here,
we use a quite different construction and show that the array leads
naturally to a latin power set of size k.
Proposition. Given an (n&1)_n circular Tuscan-k array A, we can
find a latin power set [L, L2, ..., Lk], where L is of order n.
Proof. By condition T1, the i th row of A can be treated as a permuta-
tion :i of the n symbols, 1in&1. Thus there exists a row latin square
L=(=, :1 , ..., :n&1), where = is the identity permutation. For all j, i and l we
have j:i { j and j:i { j:l if i{l, since : i is an n-cycle and by condition T2
for r=1 (respectively). Hence L is column latin and so it is a latin square.
Now consider the row latin square Lr=(=, :r1 , ..., :
r
n&1), where 2rk.
The row permutations :ri are n-cycles and adjacent pairs of symbols in :ri
were at distance r apart in :i . Hence condition T2 for general r ensures that
Lr is column latin. Thus [L, L2, ..., Lk] is a latin power set. K
For example, Table I shows the 4_5 circular Tuscan-4 array A given in
[10, Fig. 6(a)] together with the first two squares of the corresponding
latin power set. Row 0 of L is given by the identity permutation. Row 2
TABLE I
A 4_5 Circular Tuscan-4 Array and Part of the Corresponding
Latin Power Set
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 0 2 3 4 0 1
A : 0 2 4 1 3 L : 2 3 4 0 1 L2 : 4 0 1 2 3
0 3 1 4 2 3 4 0 1 2 1 2 3 4 0
0 4 3 2 1 4 0 1 2 3 3 4 0 1 2
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(for instance) is obtained by treating the second row of A as a cyclic
permutation, :2=(02413), so 0:2=2, 1:2=3, 2:2=4 and so on. It is easy
to check that L3 and L4 are also latin squares.
The easy cases of the construction of orthogonal pairs of latin squares
are when both are group tables. Several methods of constructing sets of
pairwise orthogonal latin squares involve starting with one latin square
and rearranging its rows (or columns) to obtain the others (see [5,
Chapter 7] and [13]). Suschkewitsch’s Theorem (see [19]) states that, if
G is a finite group of order n and if (:0 , :1 , ..., :n&1) is the permutation
representation of its multiplication table with :0==, the identity, then the
set [:0 , :1 , ..., :n&1] forms a group H under the usual multiplication of
permutations and H is isomorphic to G. Moreover, Suschkewitsch proved
that, if the two representations of a latin square, by row permutations or
column permutations, both form groups, then the latin square is a group
table. (Note that this important theorem was not mentioned in [5].) From
the theorem of Suschkewitsch it is easy to see that constructing sets of
pairwise orthogonal latin squares that are group tables by using latin
power sets is equivalent to constructing them by using rearrangements of
rows.
For both theoretical and practical reasons it is important to find latin
power sets that are not based on group tables. We give two examples.
(1) If n=4k+2, two latin squares of order n that are group tables
cannot be orthogonal. (This is why it was so difficult to disprove the Euler
conjecture.)
(2) A ciphering device whose algorithm is based on latin power sets
has been patented [9]. It is obvious that latin power sets based on non-
group tables are preferable to those based on group tables because the
greater irregularity makes the cipher safer.
In the next section we describe a new construction of latin power sets in
which none of the odd powers are group tables. Moreover, the construc-
tion does not involve rearrangements of rows or columns. Each such latin
power set of size m leads to a set of (m+1) pairwise orthogonal latin
squares.
At the end we present a few conjectures concerning the existence of latin
power sets of particular types.
MAIN CONSTRUCTION
In this section p denotes a prime and p11.
For every such p and for suitable values of two parameters r and s (see
below) we construct a p_p latin square L( p, r, s)=L which generates a
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latin power set [L, L2, ..., Lm], where m2. Here, L has the following two
properties:
(P1) Every broken diagonal (downwards to the right) contains all p
symbols and they occur in cyclic natural order.
(P2) It is not a group table.
In every such latin power set, every power of L has the property P1,
every odd power has the property P2 and every even power is a group
table (in fact, is cyclic).
Let Q( p), or Q, denote the set of all quadratic residues modulo p and let
Q denote the set of all quadratic non-residues. The following standard
results from Number Theory (see, for instance, [16]) will be used:
(N1) When p#3 (mod 4), p&1 # Q .
(N2) When p#3 (mod 8), 2 # Q .
(N3) uv # Q if and only if either u, v # Q or u, v # Q .
Choose r, s # Q , r{s. Define a p_p array L=L( p, r, s), with entry
l(i, j) in cell (i, j), as follows:
l(0, 0)#0,
l(0, j)#{rjsj
for j # Q
for j # Q ,
l(i+1, j+1)#l(i, j)+1 for all i, j.
Here and later all arithmetic is modulo p, except where otherwise stated.
The last line of this definition states that L has the property P1. We shall
show that, provided that r and s satisfy a suitable condition, L is a latin
square with the property P2.
Lemma 1. L is row latin.
Proof. Suppose that l(0, j $)=l(0, j"). If j $, j" # Q we have rj $#rj" so
r( j $& j")#0. Since p is prime and r0 it follows that j $& j"#0, so
j $= j".
Similarly, if j $, j" # Q then j $= j".
If j $ # Q and j" # Q then rj $#sj". This is impossible since (by N3) rj $ # Q
but sj" # Q. Similarly we cannot have j $ # Q and j" # Q.
Hence no two entries in row 0 of L can be equal. By P1, the same is true
for all other rows. Hence L is row latin. K
Lemma 2. L is column latin if and only if either r&1, s&1 # Q or r&1,
s&1 # Q .
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Proof. (If ) Suppose that r&1, s&1 # Q and that, for some t, u1 and
u2 , l(u1 , t)=l(u2 , t). We shall prove that u1=u2 .
Write u1=t&v1 , u2=t&v2 and use P1, giving l(0, v1)&v1 #l(0, v2)
&v2 . If v1 , v2 # Q this gives (r&1) v1 #(r&1) v2 . Now 1 # Q and r # Q , so
r&10 and hence v1=v2 . Similarly, if v1 , v2 # Q then v1=v2 . If v1 # Q
and v2 # Q then we have
(r&1) v1 #(s&1) v2 . (V)
However, this is impossible since (by N3) (r&1) v1 # Q and (s&1) v2
# Q . Similarly if v1 # Q and v2 # Q we have a contradiction.
Hence v1=v2 and therefore u1=u2 . It follows that L is column latin.
Similarly, L is column latin if r&1, s&1 # Q .
(Only if ) Suppose that r&1 # Q and s&1 # Q. We can now satisfy (V),
for instance by taking v1=s&1 and v2=r&1. Hence L is not column
latin. The case r&1 # Q, s&1 # Q is similar. K
In view of Lemma 2 it is convenient to partition Q as follows:
Q 1=[u # Q : u&1 # Q], Q 2=[u # Q : u&1 # Q ].
Lemma 3. L( p, r, s) is a latin square if and only if either r, s # Q 1 or
r, s # Q 2 .
Proof. Combine Lemmas 1 and 2. K
The structure of Q 1 and Q 2 depends in a rather complicated way on p.
The following lemma, whose proof is independent of the proof of Lemma
2, may therefore be of some interest.
Lemma 4. When p#3(mod 4), L( p, r, s) is a symmetric latin square if
and only if r+s#1.
Proof. By P1, l( j, 0)#l(0, p& j)+ j. By N1 and N3 p& j # Q if and
only if j # Q. Hence, for j # Q,
l(0, j)#rj, l( j, 0)#s( p& j)+ j#(1&s) j
and, for j # Q ,
l(0, j)#sj, l( j, 0)#r( p& j)+ j#(1&r) j.
It is clear that L( p, r, s) is not symmetric if r+s1. Now assume that
r+s#1. Then l(0, j)=l( j, 0) for all j. Replace j by j&i and apply P1
repeatedly, giving l(i, j)=l( j, i) for all (i, j). Thus L( p, r, s) is symmetric
and therefore, by Lemma 1, it is a symmetric latin square. K
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Corollary. If p#3(mod 8) then L( p, 2, p&1) is a symmetric latin
square.
Proof. By N2, 2 # Q and, by N1, &1 # Q so the corollary follows from
the lemma. K
Lemma 5. If L( p, r, s) is a latin square, then it is not a group table.
Proof. Let L( p, r, s)=L. To show that L has the property P2 we show
that it fails the quadrangle criterion. There are several cases. In each case
we compare the leading quadrangle (lying in rows 0, 1 and columns 0, 1)
with another suitably chosen quadrangle.
Case 1. &1 # Q. Using P1, the entries in the leading quadrangle are:
l(0, 0)#0, l(0, 1)#r,
l(1, 0)#1&r, l(1, 1)#1.
Let t be such that 1tp&2, t&1 # Q _ [0], t # Q and t+1 # Q . Such
an integer t exists since 1 # Q and Q {<. Then
l(0, t)#tr, l(0, t+1)#(t+1) s,
l(1, t)#1+(t&1) r, l(1, t+1)#1+tr.
Move this quadrangle &tr places (mod p) down the diagonal (that is, &tr
to the right and &tr down). By P1, the entries in the new quadrangle are:
l(&tr, t&tr)#0, l(&tr, t+1&tr)#(t+1) s&tr,
l(1&tr, t&tr)#1&r, l(1&tr, t+1&tr)#1.
Compare this with the leading quadrangle. Three pairs of corresponding
entries are equal but the fourth pair, (t+1) s&tr and r, can only be equal
if (t+1)(s&r)#0, which is impossible since t+10 and s{r. Hence L
fails the quadrangle criterion.
Case 2. &1 # Q . The entries in the leading qudrangle are
l(0, 0)#0, l(0, 1)#r,
l(1, 0)#1&s, l(1, 1)#1.
There are three sub-cases.
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Case 2.1. &1 # Q , 2 # Q.
l(0, 1)#r, l(0, 2)#2r,
l(1, 1)#1, l(1, 2)#1+r
Move this quadrangle &r places down the diagonal, using P1.
l(&r, 1&r)#0, l(&r, 2&r)#r,
l(1&r, 1&r)#1&r, l(1&r, 2&r)#1.
Compare this with the leading quadrangle and note that 1&r1&s.
Case 2.2. &1, 2 # Q , 3 # Q. Since 4=22 # Q, we have
l(0, 3)#3r, l(0, 4)#4r,
l(1, 3)#1+2s, l(1, 4)#1+3r.
Hence
l(&3r, 3&3r)#0, l(&3r, 4&3r)#r,
l(1&3r, 3&3r)#1+2s&3r, l(1&3r, 4&3r)#1.
Compare this with the leading quadrangle and note that 1+2s&3r1&s.
Case 2.3. &1, 2, 3 # Q .
l(0, 3)#3s, l(0, 4)#4r,
l(1, 3)#1+2s, l(1, 4)#1+3s.
Hence
l(&3s, 3&3s)#0, l(&3s, 4&3s)#4r&3s
l(1&3s, 3&3s)#1&s, l(1&3s, 4&3s)#1.
Compare this with the leading quadrangle and note that 4r&3sr.
In every case, L fails the quadrangle criterion for at least one pair of
quadrangles and so L is not a group table. K
Now consider L2 and let l2(i, j) denote its entry in cell (i, j). By the
definition of L2 and by the property P1 of L,
l2(i, j)#l(i, l(i, j))#1+l(i&1, l(i, j)&1)
#1+l(i&1, l(i&1, j&1))#1+l2(i&1, j&1).
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This shows that L2 has the property P1. By repeated use of this property,
l2(i, j)#i+l2(0, j&i)#i+l(0, l(0, j&i)).
Because r, s # Q , l(0, k) # Q if and only if k # Q . It follows that
l2(i, j)#i+rs( j&i)#(1&rs)i+rsj.
Lemma 6. (1) If rs1, L2( p, r, s) is a cyclic latin square.
(2) If rs#1, L2( p, r, s) is not a latin square (since it has the p symbols
in natural order in every row).
Proof. Immediate, from the above working. K
By the corollary to Lemma 4 L=L(11, 2, 10) is a symmetric latin
square. Since 2.10#&21, (L, L2) is a latin power set by Lemma 6. This
power set is shown in Table II and it is also a smallest example of the
general construction. The column numbers are shown as upper borders to
the two latin squares. Note that, for p=11, Q=[1, 3, 4, 5, 9], Q 1=
[2, 6, 10] and Q 2=[7, 8].
To summarise the results so far, [L( p, r, s), L2( p, r, s)] is a latin power
set of size 2 provided that (1) either r, s # Q 1 or r, s # Q 2 and (2) rs1. To
investigate the occurrence of larger latin power sets [L, L2, ..., Lm], m>2,
based on L( p, r, s) we need to generalise some earlier results.
Lemma 7. Let L=L( p, r, s). For all k1,
(1) Lk is row latin and has property P1, namely lk(i+1, j+1)#
1+lk(i, j) for all i, j.
TABLE II
The Latin Power Set [L, L2], where L=L(11, 2, 10)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 2 9 6 8 10 5 4 3 7 1 0 9 7 5 3 1 10 8 6 4 2
2 1 3 10 7 9 0 6 5 4 8 3 1 10 8 6 4 2 0 9 7 5
9 3 2 4 0 8 10 1 7 6 5 6 4 2 0 9 7 5 3 1 10 8
6 10 4 3 5 1 9 0 2 8 7 9 7 5 3 1 10 8 6 4 2 0
8 7 0 5 4 6 2 10 1 3 9 1 10 8 6 4 2 0 9 7 5 3
L : 10 9 8 1 6 5 7 3 0 2 4 L2 : 4 2 0 9 7 5 3 1 10 8 6
5 0 10 9 2 7 6 8 4 1 3 7 5 3 1 10 8 6 4 2 0 9
4 6 1 0 10 3 8 7 9 5 2 10 8 6 4 2 0 9 7 5 3 1
3 5 7 2 1 0 4 9 8 10 6 2 0 9 7 5 3 1 10 8 6 4
7 4 6 8 3 2 1 5 10 9 0 5 3 1 10 8 6 4 2 0 9 7
1 8 5 7 9 4 3 2 6 0 10 8 6 4 2 0 9 7 5 3 1 10
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(2) l2k&1(0, j)#{r(rs)
k&1j
s(rs)k&1j
for j # Q,
for j # Q .
Consequently, L2k&1 is a latin square and not a group table if and only if
r(rs)k&1, s(rs)k&1 are either both in Q 1 or both in Q 2 .
(3) l2k(i, j)#(1&(rs)k)i+(rs)k j for all i, j.
Consequently, L2k is a cyclic latin square if (rs)k1 and not a latin square
if (rs)k#1.
Proof. By induction over k. For (2) we also use Lemmas 3 and 5 with
r(rs)k&1, s(rs)k&1 in place of r, s. K
We give two examples of maximal latin power sets. First, the latin power
set shown in Table II is already maximal. Here, p=11, r=2, s#&1 so
rs#&2. Hence r(rs)#&4#7 # Q 2 but s(rs)#2 # Q 1 , so L3(11, 2, 10) is
not column latin. It will be found, for instance, that l3(0, 10)=
l3(1, 10)=9. Secondly, L(31, 6, 11) generates a latin power set of size 9.
For reasons of space, Table III shows row 0 only for each of the latin
squares Lk(31, 6, 11), 1k9. Other rows may be obtained by making
use of property P1. In this latin power set, all the even powers L2, L4, L6,
L8 are cyclic but the odd powers L, L3, L5, L7, L9 are not group tables.
This power set is maximal because (rs)5#665#1 (mod 31), which implies
that L10 has all its rows identical.
FURTHER RESULTS
It is easy to determine the cycle structure of the row permutations that
specify L( p, r, s)=L. Since L has the property P1, we need only consider
the permutation :0 that specifies row 0. Let t be the least positive integer
such that (rs)t#1. By N3, rs # Q, so t divides ( p&1)2, the order of
the group formed by Q under multiplication modulo p. Since l2(0, j)#rsj,
the cycles (other than the trivial cycle (0)) in :02 are of the form ( j, rsj,
(rs)2j, ...). Since rs # Q, each non-trivial cycle contains elements of only one
of the two sets Q, Q and is of length t. Since l(0, j) # Q if and only if j # Q ,
each non-trivial cycle in :0 has elements of Q and Q alternately and is of
length 2t.
To illustrate these remarks, see Tables II and III. For L(11, 2, 10), :0
consists of a 1-cycle and a 10-cycle and, for L(31, 6, 11), :0 consists of a
1-cycle and three 10-cycles.
The latin power sets of prime order constructed above can be used to
obtain latin power sets of composite odd order having similar properties.
A brief description will suffice since the method is not new (see [5, Chapter
12]). Suppose that L( p, r, s)=L generates a latin power set of size m and
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choose a prime qm+1. Take the q_q latin square M whose entry in cell
(i, j) is i+ j (mod q). Replace each entry h in M by the latin square Lh
obtained from L by adding hp to every entry. This gives a pq_pq latin
square N which generates a latin power set [Nk : 1kq&1]. Moreover,
in this latin power set all even powers of N are cyclic and all odd powers
of N are not group tables. This power set provides a set of pairwise
orthogonal latin squares of the same size as that obtained by using
Macneish’s Theorem. For example, L(19, 2, 8) generates a latin power set
of size 4 and leads to a set of 4 pairwise orthogonal latin squares of order
19.5=95.
Given a latin power set [Lk : 1km] generated by a latin square
L( p, r, s)=L, it is easy to find a latin square C orthogonal to all elements
of the latin power set. We have only to ensure that each broken diagonal
of C contains p equal entries so, for instance, the entry in cell (i, j) could
be c(i, j)#i& j (mod p). We now have a set of m+1 pairwise orthogonal
latin squares [C, L, L2, ..., Lm]. The cardinality of this set cannot exceed
p&1, so mp&2. Thus a power set generated by a latin square L( p, r, s)
cannot by itself form a complete set of pairwise orthogonal latin squares.
We do not know any values of p, r and s for which m= p&2.
REMARKS AND CONJECTURES
Most of the well-known constructions of sets of pairwise orthogonal
latin squares of prime order depend on rearrangements of the rows (or
columns) of an initial latin square. As stated before, our construction is of
an essentially different type and Table II confirms this. In fact, no row or
column of L(11, 2, 10) reappears as a row or column in L2(11, 2, 10).
Our construction works for infinitely many values of p for which the
method based on Mendelsohn triple systems (see [8]) is not available,
namely when p is prime, p11 and p#2 (mod 3), including p=11.
We now consider some conjectures concerning two special types of latin
squares and latin power sets. We define a latin square of order n to be (a)
of C&type if row 0 is in natural order and every non-identity row per-
mutation is a single n-cycle (b) of D&type if every row permutation leaves
one symbol fixed and permutes the rest in an (n&1)-cycle.
When n is not prime, a C-type n_n latin square cannot be a group table.
In [6, Theorem 2.4] De nes and Keedwell showed that, for all n7, there
exists a C-type latin square of order n that is not a group table.
Conjecture 1. For all n7 there exists a C-type latin square L of order
n that is not a group table, such that L2 is also a latin square.
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Note that, without the restriction to non-group tables, Conjecture 1
would be obviously true for all prime n. In this case, the latin square with
entry i+ j (mod n) in cell (i, j) would not only satisfy the remaining condi-
tions in the conjecture but even generate a latin power set of size n&1. Of
course, this latin power set would coincide with the usual example of a
complete set of pairwise orthogonal latin squares of order n.
In [11], a list of (n&1)_n circular Tuscan-2 arrays is given for all odd
n from 11 to 51 inclusive. By our Proposition, each of these leads to a latin
power set [L, L2] in which L and L2 are of C-type. Since L is a group
table only in the case n=13, Conjecture 1 holds for n=11 and all odd n
from 15 to 51 inclusive. See [10, 11] for other results and open questions
concerning circular Tuscan-k arrays.
A C-type latin square of order n corresponds to a Hamiltonian decom-
position of the directed complete graph Kn* on n vertices. The graph
theoretical equivalent of Conjecture 1 may be found in [4].
Conjecture 2. For all n7, there exists a D-type latin square of order
n that is not a group table.
Conjecture 3. For all n7, there exists a D-type latin square L of
order n that is not a group table, such that L2 is also a latin square.
It is easy to find all D-type latin squares of orders 3, 4, 5, and 6. Those
of orders 4 and 5 are group tables and generate latin power sets, of sizes
2 and 3 respectively. The D-type latin square of order 8 shown in
[5, Fig. 7.5.2] generates a latin power set of size 6 but it also is a group
table.
We have a construction that proves Conjecture 2 (but not Conjecture 3)
for n=8, 12 and 20. We believe that there is a similar construction
whenever n#0 (mod 4) and n&1 is prime but we do not have a proof.
Some of the latin squares constructed in the present paper are of D-type.
In fact, L( p, r, s) is of D-type whenever rs is a generator of the cyclic group
formed by Q under multiplication. For each prime p11 there are at least
two such generators u. For each u and any given r # Q there exists s # Q
such that rs#u (mod p), so at least one of these values of s is different
from r (as required). Hence Conjectures 2 and 3 are true when n11 is
prime.
Every D-type n_n latin square corresponds to an almost Hamiltonian
decomposition of K n*, that is, a decomposition of its edge set into n cycles
of length n&1. A similar type of decomposition is discussed in [2].
Keedwell [14] established a connection between Rh -sequenceable
groups and what were later called latin power sets of size h. His investiga-
tion leads to a general connection between designs and latin power sets. In
particular, Conjecture 3 is equivalent to the conjecture that there is a 2-fold
perfect (n, n&1, 1)-Mendelsohn design (see [3] or [1, 14, 15]).
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Finally, we should like to thank D. A. Preece for kindly letting us use
ideas from some of his unpublished notes about latin squares with the
property P1. There was no mention of latin power sets but one of the latin
squares, of orders up to 11, given as examples was (in our notation)
L(11, 2, 10) and this led to the general construction described above.
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